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If your existing 1 series remote control key fob is looking a bit tired, you might have noticed a large 
number of secondhand replacement remote controls being offered on eBay with the promise that 
they can be 'reprogrammed' for your car. Well don't be caught out and pay a lot of money for an old 
remote control, because the electronic hardware inside the remote control is matched to the security  
system of a specific car and cannot be reprogrammed despite the claims. 

Each new BMW's immobiliser is born with a fixed number of matched transponder chips 
(something like 10 in total), two of which are built into the two remote keys supplied with the car 
from new, and the rest are kept by BMW in Germany. When you go to a BMW dealer to order a 
new remote key (£95 approx inc mechanical key), they send an order to the factory and a remote is 
assembled to order with the right transponder. If you are unlucky(!) enough to lose both the original 
remotes and use up all of the (8) replacement transponders for your car during its life, there will 
come a point where BMW cannot supply a new one and the complete immobiliser system will have 
to be replaced.

There is however a way that a cheap secondhand remote control can be used to refurbish your tatty 
version by using only the casings from the replacement unit and salvaging your existing electronics 
(assuming this is still in working order). I paid too much for a replacement remote from eBay, 
thinking that I could get a dealer to reprogram it, so rather than throw away £25 or deliberately try 
to mislead another buyer by reselling it, I devised the following procedure to re-case my existing 
remote as it had lost the BMW badge and was generally pretty tatty.

Here is the original remote alongside the used replacement before starting work:



Stage 1: Split open the casing on both old and new remote controls using a flat bladed knife - Start 
at the key ring lug next to the (removed) spare key, and mind those fingers! Don't push the tool too 
deeply into the housing or else you risk damaging the circuit board inside.

Stage 2: This is what you will find inside each remote control

Stage 3: Carefully lift out the circuit board from both remotes and place the old board into the 'new' 
housing



Stage 4: If the two mating surfaces are not flat and smooth from the splitting operation, remove the 
circuit board and lightly rub the split face of each casing half on some fine grit sandpaper (400 grit 
or higher) then reassemble the circuit board into the upper casing. 

Apply superglue around the sealing face of one half of the housing along the line of the old bonded 
joint. Try to ensure a continuous bead of glue to provide watertight sealing of the casing.

Stage 5: Align the two halves of the housing and push together, holding firmly until the superglue 
has gone off.

Insert your spare key into the refurbished remote and you are ready to go!


